A decay mode such as PP, YY, K +X, or D +D can be used to distinguish between a neutral spin-0 technipion and a neutral spin-0 Higgs particle. By this generalization of PP parity test, the CP eigenvalue ycP can be determined for an X particle of any spin Jwhich decays CP invariantly into VV, or VV, where each vector meson either decays into two spin-0 bosons, or is co. The absence in a VV, or VV, decay channel of sin2$ and sing terms in the azimuthal distribution is due to CP invariance and/or P invariance. For a Vl V2 decay channel without a V&~V& exchange property, and in a mode like K*+K*, such terms would imply that P is violated. For a Vl V& mode such as /to where each vector meson is its own antiparticle, such terms would imply that both P and CP are violated; when CP invariance holds, the ycP( -) eigenvalue of X can be determined provided certain amplitudes do not accidentally vanish.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a generalization of the PP parity test, ' we have found that the VV or VV decay mode can be used to distinguish between a neutral spin-0 technipion and a neutral spin-0 elementary Higgs particle. This is also true for modes where V~and V2 are each their own antiparticle.
This type of test requires a measurement of the dependence of the decay correlation function on the azimuthal angle P between the two V, or V and V decay planes.
Each of these vector mesons either decays into two spin-0 bosons, or is co. For spin 0, it is possible to use instead a heavy-quark VV mode, such as the two-J/g channel or the YY channel, where each heavy-quark V decays into ee. The YY channel or the two -1 -t-quarkonium channel, for. instance, would be favored if Higgs particles or technipions are sufficiently massive and couple more strongly to heavy quarks.
In Sec. II, we first discuss how the CP eigenvalue yet can be determined for an X particle of any spin J which decays via a CP-invariant coupling into VV or VV, or with certain exceptions how yet ( -) can be determined from a Vi V2 mode where each vector meson is its own antiparticle. Then in Sec. III we discuss how it is possible to use the VV decay mode to test for unexpected violations of CP The absenc. e of sin2$ and sing terms in the azimuthal distribution, for example, is due to CP invariance and/or P invariance. That is, either CP or P invariance'is sufficient for their absence. Such terms, of course, might also occur because of background effects; however, since such situations will vary from one experiment to another, we omit any treatment of background effects in this paper.
In Sec. IV we discuss the general decay correlation function I(8i,82,$) which follows when no invariance principles are used to relate the decay helicity amplitudes describing X -+ViV2. Besides the azimuthal angle P, I(8i,8z, g) If the azimuthal angle P and one of the polar angles is integrated over, the distribution in the other polar angle is j. (5) - (7) here with Eqs. (7) - (9) of paper I. For VV it follows since Eqs. (1) and (2) The associated integrated distributions are 
